Purpose: To eliminate or reduce the error to Pareto optimality that arises in 6 Pareto surface navigation when the Pareto surface is approximated by a small 7 number of plans. 8 Methods: We propose to project the navigated plan onto the Pareto surface 9 as a post-processing step to the navigation. The projection attempts to find 10 a Pareto optimal plan that is at least as good as or better than the initial 11 navigated plan with respect to all objective functions. An augmented form 12 of projection is also suggested where dose-volume histogram constraints are 13 used to prevent that the projection causes a violation of some clinical goal. 14 The projections were evaluated with respect to planning for intensity modu-15 lated radiation therapy delivered by step-and-shoot and sliding window, and 16 spot-scanned intensity modulated proton therapy. Retrospective plans were 17 generated for a prostate and a head and neck case.
INTRODUCTION
1 Introduction 31 Radiation therapy treatment planning is generally guided towards fulfilment of a set 32 of physician-defined plan evaluation criteria. These criteria are sometimes incompat- 33 ible, and the treatment planner is therefore asked to find a suitable tradeoff between 34 the conflicting ones. The main tool that planners then have at their disposal are 35 weights associated with the objective functions that drive the treatment plan op-36 timization. These weights often need extensive tuning before the optimized plan 37 meets approval [14, 32] , which can be time-consuming. Inefficient plan preparation is 38 undesirable because it can cause a time lag between diagnosis and the first treatment 39 fraction and poses a risk that plan quality is compromised in the interest of time. 40 Pareto surface navigation is an alternative planning technique that has recently 41 entered clinical use, see, e.g., Craft [9] and references therein. This technique avoids 42 a priori prioritization of the objectives. A representation of all the possible tradeoffs 43 between the objectives is instead calculated, which the planner or physician can ex-44 plore through linear interpolation of the precalculated plans' doses. Studies indicate 45 that this form of navigation generally permits an acceptable plan to be identified 46 within a time frame of tens of minutes or less [12, 30] . The mathematical basis for 47 Pareto surface navigation is multicriteria optimization, meaning optimization with 48 multiple objectives where any feasible solution such that no objective can be im- 49 proved without deteriorating at least one of the others is consider optimal (Pareto 50 optimal), see, e.g., Miettinen [21] . 51 The benefits of navigation are at the cost of that interpolation between precal-52 culated plans introduces an error to Pareto optimality. Algorithms exist that can 53 bound the magnitude of this error [4, 5, 27] , but the number of plans that are required 54 to maintain a given error bound increases exponentially with the number of objec-55 tives in the worst case (because hypervolume grows exponentially with increasing 56 dimension). To some relief, studies report that the relation between the required 57 number of plans and the number of objectives is more benign for radiation therapy 
61
These studies considered between five to ten objectives.
62
In view of these concerns, we present a technique that eliminates or reduces the 63 error to Pareto optimality through the minimization of a projective distance between 64 the navigated plan and the Pareto surface. We use a formulation of this projection as approximation error Figure 1 : Continuous navigation between two Pareto optimal solutions x 1 and x 2 . The shaded area indicates the feasible objective space f (X ), the thick solid line indicates the set of Pareto optimal solutions, the thin solid line indicates the set of convex combinations of x 1 and x 2 , and the dashed line indicates the upper bound on the navigated objective values from Jensens' inequality. The componentwise error between a navigated plan and the Pareto surface is indicated by a square. mization problem as a post-processing step to the navigation:
where z * is the ideal point, i.e., z * i = min j=1,...,m f i (x j ) for i = 1, . . . , n. This formu- 
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The navigated planx is a feasible solution to (2) with an objective value of 118
zero. An optimal solution x * to (2) therefore satisfies f i (x * ) ≤ f i (x) for i = 1, . . . , n,
119
meaning that x * is as least as good as or better than the navigated plan with respect 120 to all objectives. Further, x * is weakly Pareto optimal because the achievement is shifted towards z * along the dashed line until it intersects with the boundary of the feasible objective space. The projected pointẑ is nondominated, as illustrated by that no other point is contained in the cone −R n + that emanates from this point.
Dose-volume histogram constraints 132
A commonly used formulation for radiation therapy optimization is penalization of 133 the deviation from the desired dose to each anatomical structure, see, e.g., Oelfke 134 and Bortfeld [26] . Objective functions of this type cannot capture all aspects of 135 plan quality, for instance, they do not take the three-dimensional shape of the dose 136 into account nor the biological effect of the irradiation. It is therefore possible for 137 a clinician to judge a plan obtained from formulation (1) as worse than the initial 138 navigated plan even though it is better as measured by all objectives f 1 , . . . , f n . To 139 mitigate any deterioration in plan quality not captured by the objectives, we consider 140 an augmented version of formulation (2) that prevents deterioration with respect to 141 clinical goals. We restrict ourselves to consider clinical goals that are related to the 142 DVH distribution of the navigated plan. Consequently, we introduce constraints 143 that require each DVH curve of the projected plan to lie between the corresponding 144 DVH curve for the navigated plan and a vertical line that intersects the dose axis at 145 the prescription level for targets and at zero for organs at risk (OARs), see Figure 3 . 146 These requirements ensure that a DVH criterion that is satisfied by the navigated 147 plan cannot become violated after the projection.
148
The DVH requirements are implemented using functions that impose a one-sided 149 penalty on the error between the DVH curves associated with the current dose d 
where v denotes cumulative volume in percent, d(q) is the dose to some point q ∈ V, and |V| is the volume of V. In other words, D(v; d) is the DVH point associated with the some dose d and cumulative volume v. Let alsod denote the prescription level for targets and zero for OARs,v denote the cumulative volume such thatd = D(v,d), and (·) + denote the positive part operator max{·, 0}. Then, a min reference DVH constraint takes the form
The requirements in The approximation (3) means that the results in Section 2.2 do not hold rigorously for our numerical implementation. In particular, it is possible that the projection can lead to a mild degradation in objective function value compared to the navigated point for some objectives. Nevertheless, formulation (3) amounts to minimization of a strongly increasing achievement function, and it therefore finds Pareto optimal points [21, Theorem 3.5.4]. If it is critical to maintain objective function values exactly, then an everywhere differentiable epigraph reformulation of (2) according to minimize Plan quality was assessed with respect to a selection of dose-volume statistics. The dose to OARs was assessed in terms of dose-to-volume levels V x (the fractional volume of a structure that receives a dose greater than or equal to x Gy), volume-todose levels D x (the minimum dose such that the associated isodose volume contains x % of the volume of a structure), and mean dose levelsD. The planned dose to target structures was assessed in terms of a homogeneity index (HI) [17] according to 3 Results
245
Our numerical results are summarized by the DVHs in Figure 4 and the dose statistics We have presented a method that eliminates or reduces the error to Pareto optimality 307 that arises during Pareto surface navigation. The error is removed through mini-308 mization of a projective distance to the ideal point in the objective function space.
309
An augmented form of the projection was also suggested where the DVH distribu-310 tion of the projected solution is required to be at least as good as that of the initial 311 navigated plan. Empirical results with respect to two clinical cases and three de-312 livery techniques show that the projections can lead to improved OAR sparing and 313 better dose conformity at maintained, or slightly improved, target coverage. The 314 main mechanism behind the improvements observed in this study was a reduction 315 of the low to moderate dose to healthy structures.
316
A Optimization problem formulations 317 The optimization formulations that were used in the numerical experiments are sum-318 marized in Tables 4 and 5 .
319 Table 4 : Optimization formulation for the prostate case. The reference dose level of a function is denotedd. The constraints used during proton and photon therapy planning are indicated by "Pr" and "Ph" in subscript, respectively. 
